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Hello, Lani speaking, again welcoming you into
another phase of energy and information,
welcoming you into the gathering of us who are
already familiar with this type of energy inner
journey and expansion into other states of our
consciousness and into the consciousness field in
the other dimensional existence where the Station
of Light is positioned.
So, already, because I have linked with the Station
of Light, you are with me and you will participate in
what comes forward and what you are brought
forward into. It is all one, there is no separation
really, it is just that we disengage from that higher
dimensional state of existence at times in our life.
So, take this opportunity reconnect, re-engage
yourself into the higher energy patterns. This is
where I recede and allow Commander Orem of the
Station and other Ones that he brings through to
surround us all in their presence.

“Welcome and greetings. Orem
addressing you and drawing you
even deeper into this energy
space, as
you
transition
between the information and
knowledge that you have in your
current lifetime focus into this
greater dimensional aspect.
In this aspect as you assemble here, you do have
connection with other aspects of your individual
consciousness in a greater consciousness state
and you are able to gather into you more resources,
more patterns of light and energy which may assist
you in your current processes – whatever they are,
and there are many diverse processes each of you
have around you, connected into you in different
ways. Some of those will be with relationships,
some of those will be how you relate to the
environment, some of those will be how you – the
higher pattern of you – relates to other more
conscious states of mind and emotions. So, as you
present yourself here and allow yourself to be the
one individual essence as you were when you
evolved from Source Energy into the original state
of individualisation, that state held many of the
answers and what you need at this time. You are
being reconnected directly with that again.
In this way we see you as we often define you, in
your individual sphere of energy. Momentarily you
will feel you are being suffused with a particular flow
and pattern – a vibrational frequency that you
resonate with, within the very depths of your
knowingness – you resonate with this because this
is what you are and you are reconnecting to it and
in that process there is adjustment and sorting out.
You are doing this for you but we are facilitating this
for you. It may not be achievable to this depth when
you do it outside of the deeper connection that you
have. In this way, as you attune to what is important
in your process, there will be information and
realisations that will surface in you as you regain
this, therefore take this opportunity to absorb all of
this as you will, and it is, as it were, life comes to a
standstill, time as you measure it does not exist in
this reconnection, and in this reconnection you

could also be going out into different civilisations
and states of civilisations assisting or learning or
experiencing in what is appropriate for you.
This will help you understand why we explain the
importance of choosing the area and the energy and
the life that you wish to be involved in, from a higher
perspective, from your higher immersion into this
original state of conscious beingness.
As you integrate all of this, in your sole state of
connection, you will realise that expands as you
again embrace and are embraced within the energy
that is Creation. It has an impetus and you
responded to the impetus to come forth into this
current lifeform you have. It will help you if you
perceive yourself in an expanded dimension
beyond the current memory and how you perceive
yourself if you touch yourself and perceive yourself
in a mirror image – look through that into the state of
energy. As you observe the state of energy that you
are, is this the state that you would expect to
recognise now that you have again reconnected
with your original energy space?
You are able to bring that impression into you,
rebuilding specific aspects of your energy field and
processes. This is the continuation of assisting your
upliftment and responding to a higher pattern within
the energy DNA pattern of you and what is behind
and encompasses the energy DNA pattern. The
DNA pattern of course is given to you, because this
is how you recognise the core energy that you were
created from, so the enhancement of this – the
upgrade – into allowing you to continue to exist on
planet Earth due to and through the changes it
experiences, that is the purpose of this session for
you at this time. To realise that your energy system
is being upgraded and initialised into a higher
framework above everything which becomes
created on the Earth-plane and you may perceive
that as various layers that penetrate throughout the
atmosphere, throughout the land, throughout the
creatures and Beings and as you absorb this higher
initialisation, you experience being uplifted and
separated from all of that.

You become into a more pure state – stronger – and
you will be resonating with a field of frequency which
has been introduced to you previously, known as
the crystalline light pattern. Part of that also is the
light spectrum defined to you as ultralight spectrum.
This is what you are immersed in, in this deliverance
to you. Again it will be strengthening different
aspects of your individualised energy pattern and
even though you are assembled here in different
states of dimensional existence, you are receiving
what is being delivered to you through the words in
the energy and many layers of you as you are still
connected back to your physicality are also being
affected by this input to you of this energy. This is
all in accordance with a pattern that you contain
within your personal energy sphere and it arises
back to your original existence where you were fully
immersed within that power of Creation –
empowering you in this moment and while this may
seem intangible, as you restore yourself back into
your current state of physicality, you will register the
changes, in an ongoing way.
At this time, this was the importance of drawing you
into this gathering in this way. Remember, time
does not exist as you measure it, so while this is
delivered to you in the current state of existence, it
is available to all aspects of you. In this way again,
it will be available to you at every stage of your
development. Every stage, every existence and this
energy field, the ultralight crystalline pattern of light
is all codes. They are patterns, vibrations, which are
patterns, so as this is around you in your light
consciousness existence here with us, you are
going through a state of processing this, even into
your light form here. Momentarily, see in this inner
seeing you have – the sensing you have – the light
form of you and thus you will see this immersion as
your light body takes it in, this ultralight crystalline
light encoding. All you are in this moment – all that
surrounds you in this moment - is this patterning.
We now bring you back with this energy and you in
your energy sphere, into the initial transition space
in this Light Station. The Light Station here includes,
because it is part of the overall connected state
communicating, you might describe this as a

Central Command, of the Central Command of this
aspect of Creation for this particular galactic
creative state. In this way we are letting you know it
is more than just stationed above Earth for Earth
and the ongoing habitation here. It also draws in the
entire galactic creation and support, which is why
you often perceive different galactic members
positioned with you, assisting you. They have
existed also throughout time as you know it. There
have always been stories of the appearance of
other ones who are different to the current
population in the area at the time.
Now in this way many of you, because you have
expanded your dimensional sense, can often
appear back to when you were existing in a different
civilisation, so you are going back to assist that
aspect of you to be clear and to take in this energy
that you are immersed in, in this session, into every
aspect of you. A gentle flowing of light and love,
compassion and joy and upliftment. This has an
impact on you in your current journey of life – all that
you are.
This is with you Beloved. I withdraw now

Orem out “
“I am known to you as Ulea and I
give my appreciation to Orem for
what he has been delivering you
into. You will be enjoying this, as
you harness the different aspects
of it.
As I observe you in this state, I see
different aspects of you and you drawing in different
lines of connection and communication, enhancing
you to be greater than you are in your energy field
existence and therefore it is increasing your state of
well-being and realisation and this is all in
accordance with the appropriate expansion of Light
coming through the solar portal into you for Earth at
this time. There is more light coming through, so
perceptively you will be noticing change, noticing
improvement and that enhances the improvement,
increases it, as it does as you notice improvement
in you and your life, as you acknowledge people you

have contact with and you seem to be resonating
with them, sharing a smile, sharing a look and this
is uplifting each one of you at this time – just as we
are sharing this information with you in this way.
I am responsible now to assist you to return to your
physical form located where you are in your different
places of existence on Earth. Remember all of this
patterning that you have taken into you. Remember
that you have the support of a greater galactic team,
a connected consciousness in that sense, and this
is what we encourage you to connect with and this
will happen naturally when you connect through
your higher evolved self. Be still with this. Let it instil
you with all of this patterning revealed to you today.
Now I am with each one of you as you become
aware of your body and become aware of the
enhanced energy that has been initialised within
you, for you, deeply into all of the energy pattern
that is you, which is within every cell.
I see this as you and I now withdraw
Ulea out “

Lani again. Thank you Ulea and Orem. I have the
sense of her with you, simply because she is able to
do that from the dimension she exists in, just as we
could be anywhere and everywhere, just as you
experienced in part of the session that Orem was
having you experience.
Now, take in a deep breath open your eyes and
orient yourself fully back in your body, take note of
the day and time and be filled with this amazing joy
and light for all the activities that you do, for
everything that you are.
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